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Abstract
This paper presents the results of a European benchmark on multiscale creep modeling for cementitious materials,
performed in the framework of the COST Action TU1404 “Towards the next generation of standards for service life
of cement-based materials and structures”. Three micromechanical models from three research groups have been
adopted for modeling the basic non-aging creep of cementitious materials. The benchmark is based on the hypothesis
that creep results only from calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H) and that viscoelastic behavior of all microstructural
constituents are maturity- and composition-independent. By comparing model results among themselves as well as
by comparing model predictions with experimental results obtained from three different laboratories, we demonstrate
that creep upscaling from micrometer-sized C-S-H to centimeter-sized macroscopic samples of cement paste, mortar,
and concrete, and from minutes-long creep tests at early ages to days-long creep tests at very mature ages is indeed
possible. The benchmark also highlights the importance of considering micro-anisotropy of C-S-H in terms of nonspherical shapes for C-S-H hydrates.
Keywords: cement paste, mortar, concrete, viscoelasticity, micromechanics, Calcium-Silicate-Hydrate (C-S-H),
experiments, basic creep, early-age

1. Introduction
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Herein, a benchmark regarding multiscale modeling of creep of cementitious materials is presented. It
was initiated within the framework of the COST Action TU1404 “Towards the next generation of standards
for service life of cement-based materials and structures” [1]. The benchmark refers to nonaging creep
properties of cement paste, mortars, and concretes, both
at early and mature material ages. Innovative creep
tests performed at three laboratories on seven different
mixes constitute the experimental basis for the benchmark. This study complements the multiscale modeling benchmark focused on the early-age evolution of the
stiffness and strength of cementitious materials [2].
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Multiscale micromechanics models for homogenization of mechanical properties of cementitious materials [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] are applied for predicting the
creep properties of young and mature cementitious materials. These models are adopted by the three participating research groups and applied to quantify the
evolution of the non-aging creep behavior of cement
paste, mortar, and concrete—from very early to very
mature ages. Recently, it was shown that the hydration products, which form during the physico-chemical
processes of cement hydration, exhibit intrinsic creep
properties at the micrometer scale [10], irrespective of
maturity or composition of the material. Following this
hypothesis, the creep behavior of the hydrates will be
characterized by downscaling minutes-long creep tests
performed on young cement paste. The such-obtained
intrinsic hydrate creep function is thereafter used for
bridging length and time scales. In more detail, we
first aim for predicting creep properties at larger mate-
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rial scales, i.e. at the mortar and concrete scales. Moreover, we aim for predicting creep properties at larger
time scales, i.e. for very mature materials (with ages
up to several years) and/or loading durations of several
days. The required experimental data are obtained from
three different concrete laboratories and include novel
creep test results stemming from the experimental stage
of the COST Action TU1404 [1].
The article is structured as follows: Section 2 refers
to the experimental data. Section 3 is devoted to a brief
description of three complementary multiscale modeling approaches. Section 4 refers to the actual benchmark. At first, the strategy is described. Thereafter, a
top-down identification approach is used to quantify the
creep constants of the viscoelastic hydrates, based on
the results of three-minutes creep tests of hydrating cement pastes. After that, all three models are used to predict the short-term creep behavior of hydrating mortars
and concretes, as well as the longer-term creep behavior
of a very mature cement paste. In Section 6, the paper is
closed with conclusions obtained from the comparison
of the three independent creep models and their performance.
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2. Experimental data
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The experimental data included in the benchmark
were obtained from hourly-repeated minutes-long creep
tests on six different hydrating cementitious materials,
including one concrete representative of nuclear containment buildings, as well as from one 30-days-long
creep test of a very mature cement paste, see also Table 1. Direct uniaxial compression experiments were
performed. Every single test was organized in two
phases: the application of the loading, referred to as the
initial loading ramp, and the actual creep tests during
which the loading was kept constant, referred to as the
load plateau. Load cells measured the applied compressive forces F, as a function of time t. Dividing F(t) by
the cross-sectional area Ac of the tested specimen, delivers the time-evolution of the prescribed compressive
normal stress
F(t)
.
(1)
σ(t) =
Ac
The resulting deformation of the specimens, i.e. the
time-evolution of the compressive normal strain, εexp (t),
was measured with a suitable equipment.
All creep tests of the benchmark refer to a practically
constant microstructure of the tested material. This is
the rationale for the expression “nonaging” creep tests.
In addition, the imposed compressive loading was always smaller than 20% of the compressive strength of
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the material at the time of testing. Thus, the specimens remained virtually undamaged and testing was
carried out in the linear creep regime [14]. Notably,
given the short repeated creep tests with strains εexp (t)
refer to basic creep strains, because isothermal testing
was performed (no thermal strains), the specimens were
sealed (no drying shrinkage nor drying creep), and the
microstructure was virtually constant during testing (no
autogeneous shrinkage).
Repeated minutes-long basic creep tests are wellsuited for efficiently characterizing the hardeninginduced evolution of nonaging creep properties [11, 12,
15, 16, 17, 18]. During minutes-long loading, the microstructure of the material remains virtually the same,
because the chemical reaction between cement and water does not proceed significantly. The ultra-short creep
tests are repeated hourly while the specimen remains installed in the loading apparatus. Basic creep strains during repeated ultra-short creep tests are shown to be reversible [11, 16, 18]. Irreversible strains, as observed in
long-term creep tests during the maturation, are absent,
see e.g. Fig. 18 of Ref. [11]. Moreover, results from
repeated creep tests with minutes-long loading periods
alternating with periods of virtually no loading for almost one hour are shown to be very similar to results
from single creep tests on previously unloaded samples
at the corresponding age [16, 18].
The benchmark is particularly focused on creep
exp
strains εv (t). Creep strains can be obtained from the
measured total strains εexp (t) by subtracting the elastic
exp
strains εel (t):
exp

exp

εv (t) = εexp (t) − εel (t) .
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2

(2)

The elastic strains, in turn, can be quantified based on
knowledge regarding the applied uniaxial stresses σ(t),
see Eq. (1), and the modulus of elasticity E, following
Hooke’s law:
σ(t)
exp
.
(3)
εel (t) =
E
Eqs. (2) and (3) underscore that accurate quantification
of the modulus of elasticity is of considerable importance for the accurate quantification of creep strains, in
particular since elastic deformations typically outweigh
the viscous ones by one order of magnitude.
2.1. Creep tests performed at Vienna University of
Technology (TUW)
The benchmark involves experimental data from five
early-age testing campaigns carried out at TUW (Table 1). The tested materials were produced with an ordinary Portland cement of type CEM I 42.5 N, distilled

Table 1: Initial compositions of the analyzed cementitious materials, testing ages, and durations of the creep tests; w/c, s/c, and a/c refer to the
initial water-to-cement, sand-to-cement, and aggregate-to-cement mass ratios

w/c
s/c
a/c
laboratory
material ages at testing
test duration
reference
used for

Mix 1

Mix 2

Mix 3

Mix 4

Mix 5

Mix 6

Mix 7

cement
paste

cement
paste

cement
paste

laboratory
mortar

laboratory
concrete

VeRCoRs
concrete

cement
paste

0.42
0
0
TUW
24-168h
3 min
[11]

0.45
0
0
TUW
24-168h
3 min
[11]

0.50
0
0
TUW
24-168h
3 min
[11]

0.50#
3
0
TUW
24-168h
3 min
[12]

0.50#
0
3
TUW
24-168h
3 min
[12]

0.52∗
3.109
2.594
ULB
14h-94h†
5 min
novel

0.50
0
0
NRC
30 years
30 days
[13]

calibration of the models

assessment of predictive capabilities

#

aggregates were oven-dried, mixing water-related w/c is given
∗
aggregates were water saturated, effective w/c is given
†
creep tests were performed until material ages of 318 h, but heat release measurements are considered to be reliable
for 94 h only
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water, and quartz sand/aggregates. Mixes 1, 2, and 3
refer to cement pastes with initial water-to-cement mass
ratios w/c amounting to 0.42, 0.45, and 0.50, respectively. The experimental data are taken from [11]. Mix 4
refers to a laboratory mortar, produced with w/c = 0.50
and initial sand-to-cement mass ratio s/c amounting to
3.0. Mix 5 refers to a laboratory concrete, produced
with w/c = 0.50 and initial aggregate-to-cement mass
ratio a/c amounting to 3.0. Notably, sand and aggregates were oven-dried. The experimental data are taken
from [12]. A degree of hydration was assigned to every three-minutes creep test, based on quasi-isothermal
differential calorimetry measured for all three cement
paste mixes, and considered equal for the corresponding mortar and concrete mixes with similar w/c ratio
[11].
As regards test evaluation, the unloading modulus
was used as a first estimate of the modulus of elasticity. This allowed for extracting the creep strains from
the measured total strains, see Eqs. (1)–(3) and [11, 12].
The obtained creep strains were unrealistic, because unphysical tensile creep strains developed right after the
beginning of the loading phase, a phenomenon labelled
“tensile undershooting”, see Fig. 7 (a) in [11]. In other
words, the elastic strains evaluated based on the unloading modulus were larger (in absolute numbers) than the
measured total strains right after the start of the loading.
Thus, the estimate of the modulus of elasticity was gradually increased, resulting in gradually decreasing (absolute values of) elastic strains, until the tensile creep
strains had disappeared entirely. The obtained final es-
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timate of the modulus of elasticity was (i) typically by
2-5% larger than the unloading modulus, and (ii) practically equal to the modulus of elasticity quantified based
on ultrasonic pulse velocity measurements of longitudinal and shear waves [11].
2.2. Creep tests performed at Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB)
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Five-minute-long basic creep tests were carried out
at early material ages at ULB, in order to characterize
the “VeRCoRs”1 concrete within the framework of the
COST Action TU1404, see Mix 6 in Table 1. The corresponding test data are original contributions of this paper. Therefore, they are described in more detail.
Concrete was produced using CEM I 52.5 N CE
CP2 NF. It consisted of 96% (weight) ordinary Portland cement and 4% limestone filler. The cement
consisted of 68, 10, 9, 7, 2.2, and 3.3% (weight) of
C3 S, C2 S, C3 A, C4 AF, MgO, and Gypsum, respectively.
Oven-dried siliceous sand from Sandrancourt in France
and water-saturated siliceous-calcareous gravel in size
classes 4/11 mm and 8/16 mm were used. Superplasticizer SIKAPLAST techno 80 was added to the mixing
water. As for the production of 1 m3 of concrete, the
1 “VeRCoRs”, acronym of “Verification Réaliste du COnfinement
des RéacteurS”, is a 1/3 scale mock-up [19] of a nuclear power plant
containment building, built at EDF lab, to improve both knowledge on
and modeling of containment buildings ageing. The structure is heavily instrumented [20] and its concrete is the subject of many studies,
see for example [21] regarding creep.
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following mix proportions were used: 320 kg of binder,
830 kg of dry sand, 995 kg of water-saturated aggregates, 2.4 kg superplasticizer, and 171 kg of extra water,
see also [17].
The evolution of the degree of hydration ξ was quantified based on isothermal calorimetry tests, performed
inside a 8-channel TAM Air micro-calorimeter at 20◦ C.
The tests delivered the cumulatively released heat per
unit mass of the binder, Q(t), see Fig. 1. Accounting for
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friction in the interface between the load platens and the
specimen, see Fig. 2 of [24]. To this end, two metal
rings were fixed to the specimen, using three anchorages
with elastic blades per ring [25]. The initial distance between the rings was equal to 350 mm. Three displacement sensors of type Solartron, with a maximum stroke
of 0.5 mm, were equally distributed around the specimen. They measured the changes of distance between
the two metal rings. The three measured length changes,
∆`i with i = 1, 2, 3, were averaged and divided by the
measurement length, in order to quantify the total axial
strain of the specimen
3

εexp (t) =
230

235

Figure 1: Calorimetry-based cumulative heat release Q for VeRCoRs
concrete (Mix 6) as function of the age of the material
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a ultimate heat of the binder amounting to 510 J/g, see
Neville [22] for the enthalpies of the individual clinker
phases, the degree of hydration ξ is quantified as
ξ(t) =

200
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Q(t)
.
510 J/g

(4)

Uncertainties of ξ regarding the determination of the ultimate heat and the calorimetry measurements remained
unconsidered. As for mechanical testing, a cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 97 mm and a height
of 550 mm was produced. After casting, the specimen
was sealed and placed in an air-conditioned chamber at
20◦ C and a relative humidity of 90%. The setting process was monitored based on ultrasonic longitudinal and
shear waves which were sent through the specimen [23].
Shortly after the final setting, 12.1 h after production,
the sample was demolded, ground on both circular end
faces, and sealed by means two self-adhesive aluminum
sheets.
The tests were carried out in a Walter+Bay LFMZ
100 kN electromechanical testing machine, located in
an room conditioned to a temperature of 20◦ C and a
relative humidity of 50%. The length-changes of the
specimen were measured in its central part, which is
virtually free of undesired shear stresses resulting from
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4

X ∆`i (t)
1
.
350 mm i=1 3

(5)

Hourly-repeated five-minute creep testing was started
at a concrete age of 14 h. The maximum loading was
equal to 20% of the age-specific compressive strength.
As for the initial loading ramp, the desired loading was
applied within 10 seconds, in a force-controlled fashion. The loading rate of the first test amounted to
σ̇ = 0.09 MPa/s. Due to material hardening, it increased
from test to test. The loading rate of the last test for
which heat release measurements are available, carried
out 94 h after production, was equal to σ̇ = 1.02 MPa/s.
Once the desired load level was reached, the force was
kept constant for 5 min. Subsequently, the specimens
were unloaded within 10 seconds. In order to maintain
contact between the load platens and the specimen, a
small permanent stress amounting to 0.041 MPa was
imposed on the sample between two successive tests.
Full details on the test protocol can be found in Delsaute
and Staquet [18].
As regards test evaluation, measured total strains
εexp (t) are decomposed into elastic and viscous strains
according to (2). The elastic modulus was estimated
from the slope of the central 60% of the stress-strain
diagram within the loading and unloading branches, respectively, [26, 27]. The average of both loading and
unloading modulus for a specific creep test is considered as estimate of the elastic modulus. Notably, loading and unloading moduli are almost identical, and the
evolution of the moduli is in agreement with results obtained by the laboratory of Électricité de France (EDF),
28 days after production [17], see Fig. 2. The material’s
actual elastic modulus E is most likely a few percent
larger than the loading/unloading modulus due to shortterm creep strains occurring during loading/unloading
[11]. Elastic strains following from (3), evaluated for
the loading/unloading moduli, thus very likely overestimate the real elastic strains such that the viscous strains

according to Eq. (2) might be significantly underestimated.

Figure 3: Evolution of the creep parameters A and K for VeRCoRs
concrete (Mix 6), determined from hourly-repeated 5-min creep testing at early ages
Figure 2: Evolution of loading and unloading moduli of VeRCoRs
concrete (Mix 6), determined from hourly-repeated 5-min creep testing at early ages, and 28-days-stiffness values determined by EDF
[17]
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As for a condensed representation of the experimenexp
tal data, the resulting viscous creep strains εv (t) are
exp
represented by means of the viscous creep function Jv
as
Zt
exp
exp
εv (t) =
Jv (t − τ) σ̇(τ) dτ ,
(6)
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water had decayed so significantly, that the microstructure of the material was in good approximation constant
throughout the test. Thus, also this test refers to nonaging creep properties.
The degree of hydration of the material is estimated
as follows. Using w/c = 0.50 and the initial Blaine fineness of 340 m2 /kg [29] as input, the empirical law by
Lin and Meyer [30] suggests that the final degree of hydration amounts to 87%.
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3. Multiscale models

exp
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with logarithmic viscous creep function Jv reading as
[28]

!K 
t − τ 
A 
exp
 .
(7)
Jv (t − τ) = ln 1 + (e − 1)
E
tc
In Eq. (7), parameter A is the amplitude of the creep
coefficient after 5 minutes of loading and parameter K
is related to the kinetics of the basic creep, and tc =
5 min is the reference time. The amplitude parameter A
significantly decreases from 0.24 at the first creep test
at an age of 14 h to 0.05 for the last creep test at an age
of 318 h, while the kinetic parameter decreases from a
value of 0.5 at early age to 0.4 at mature ages, see Fig. 3.

2.3. Creep test performed at the Canadian National Research Council (NRC)
Tamtsia and Beaudoin [13] performed a 30-days
creep test of a cement paste with w/c = 0.5, which was
stored for 30-years under water, see Mix 7 in Table 1.
Although the characterized material was still not perfectly inert, the reaction kinetics between cement and
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Three different multiscale models participate in the
benchmark. They are based on methods of continuum
micromechanics [31]. The models account for two key
features of the three-dimensional microstructure of cementitious materials:
Material organogram: Each model is based on a specific representation of the hierarchical organization
of cementitious materials, see Fig. 4. The models
introduce three to five different scales of observations. They range from the macroscale of concrete
down to microscopic and/or nanoscopic scales of
hydration products and pores.
Number and type of material constituents: At each
scale of observation, the microstructures are envisaged to consist of a specific number of quasihomogeneous constituents. They are referred to as
“material phases”.
All three models account for four key features of the
material phases. Two of them are of qualitative nature,
the other two are of quantitative nature.
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Phase shape and orientation: Each material phase is
modeled based on an ellipsoidal shape and nonpreferred orientation. In more detail, the involved
approaches include spherical phases, where orientation does not matter, as well as prolate (needlelike) or oblate (lens-like) spheroidal phases which
are modeled to be isotropically oriented in space.
Phase arrangement and interaction: If the material
phases, forming the microstructure at a specific
scale of observation, exhibit direct mutual interaction, the self-consistent scheme will be used for
homogenization [32, 33]. If the material phases
form a matrix-inclusion composite, Mori-TanakaBenveniste scheme will be used for homogenization [34, 35]. If coated spheres are envisaged,
creep homogenization is performed according to
Ref. [36].
Hydration-induced evolution of phase volumes:
The early-age evolution of macroscopic viscoelastic properties of cementitious materials is
explained based on evolving volume fractions.
The models account for the consumption of
cement and water and the associated production of
hydrates.
Material constants: All material phases are considered to be isotropic. Their material behavior is
either modeled as being linear elastic or linearviscoelastic. Material constants are assigned to the
smallest quasi-homogeneous constituents, rather
than material parameters.
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Jh (t − τ) = C−1
h + Jv,h (t − τ) .

σ p (t) = C p : ε p (t) .
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(8)
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(9)
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where k p and µ p stand for the bulk and the shear moduli of phase p, and Ivol and Idev for the volumetric and
deviatoric parts of the symmetric fourth-order identity
tensor.
As for the viscoelastic hydrate phases (index h), the
average stresses σh are related to the average strains εh
based on the following convolution integral, expressing
Boltzmann’s superposition principle [38]:
εh (t) =

Zt

Jh (t − τ) : σ̇h (τ) dτ .

Idev t − τ
Jv,h (t − τ) =
2 µc,h tre f

!βh
,

(12)

whereby tre f = 1d = 86400s denotes the constant reference time. The two material constants µc,h and βh
stand for the shear creep modulus µc,h and the powerlaw creep exponent βh .

The time-independent isotropic elastic stiffness tensors
C p read as
C p = 3 k p Ivol + 2 µi Idev ,

(11)

The three models participating in the benchmark are
based on a deviatoric tensorial creep tensor function,
reading as

As for the linear-elastic material phases (index p),
generalized Hooke’s law describes the relation between
average phase stresses σ p and average phase strains ε p :
355

The time-dependent creep tensor functions Jh (t − τ) are
isotropic. They contain a time-independent elastic part
C−1
h and a time-dependent viscous part Jv,h (t − τ):

3.1. Model 3N

The multiscale Model 3N is based on a 3-scale representation of concrete and on needle-shaped hydrates,
hence the acronym “3N”. This representation was introduced in [5] in the context of upscaling stiffness and
strength of hydrating cement pastes, and it was applied to creep homogenization in [7]. According to
Model 3N, the microstructure of concrete and mortar
consists of a matrix made of cement paste and spherical inclusions representing sand and aggregates. The
microstructure of cement paste consists of a matrix referred to as “hydrate foam” and spherical inclusions
representing clinker grains. The microstructure of the
hydrate foam consists of a polycrystalline arrangement
of spherical capillary porosity and hydrate-gel needles
which are isotropically oriented in space. For the sake
of simplicity, the aspect ratio of the needles is set equal
to infinity [5]. The microstructure of the hydrate-gel
needles is not resolved explicitly, but it would contain
nanoscopic solid hydrates and gel pores.
The hydration-induced evolution of the volume fractions of clinker, hydrates, and pores is quantified based
on Powers’ model [39]. The latter expresses the volume
fractions as a function of the degree of hydration ξ and
the water-to-cement ratio w/c. Accordingly, the cement
cp
paste-related phase volume fractions of clinker fclin
, of
cp
cp
water fH2 O , of hydrates fhyd , and of self-desiccation-

(10)
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capillary pore

hydrate foam matrix

cement paste

hydrate foam

cement paste

concrete

hydrate foam matrix

clinker

capillary pore

sand
cement paste
matrix

mortar
mortar

hydrate foam

LD/HD inner/outer product
other hydrate
C-S-H gel
portlandite

HD CSH gel
≈ 1 µm

≈ 1 cm

≈ 20 µm

cement paste
matrix

≈ 20 µm

mortar matrix

hydrate matrix

≈ 1 cm

≈ 10 cm

≈ 0.7 mm

aggregate

Model 4M

≈ 20 µm

≈ 0.7 mm
cement paste matrix

mortar/concrete

concrete

aggregate

outer product

≈ 1 µm

mortar matrix

≈ 0.7 mm

clinker
sand
≈ 10 cm

Model 5P

hydrate (elongated)

clinker

≈ 10 cm

Model 3N

sand/aggregate

inner product

gel pore
CSH brick
(flattened)

cement paste
gel + cap. pore

CSH platelet (flattened)

LD CSH gel
Figure 4: Material organograms representing the envisaged hierarchical organization of concrete: (a) Model 3N: 3-scale representation including
needle-shaped hydrates after Pichler and Hellmich [5], Königsberger et al. [7]; (b) Model 4M: simplified 4-scale representation including a hydrate
matrix after Honorio et al. [6]; (c) Model 5P: 5-scale representation including platelet-shaped hydrates, multi-hydrate extension of Sanahuja et al.
[3, 37]; the two-dimensional sketches illustrate qualitative properties of three-dimensional representative volume elements
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cp
induced air porosity fair
read as [5]:

20 (1 − ξ)
≥ 0,
20 + 63 w/c
63 (w/c − 0.42 ξ)
=
≥ 0,
20 + 63 w/c
43.15 ξ
=
,
20 + 63 w/c
3.31 ξ
.
=
20 + 63 w/c

cp
fclin
=

fHcp2 O
cp
fhyd
cp
fair
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(13)
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Elastic phase properties of all phases are given in Table 2. Only the hydrate phase is considered to be viscoelastic, with viscous creep tensor function according
to Eq. (12).

440

Table 2: Isotropic elastic phase properties: ki | µi in GPa

405

410

Phase

Model 3N

Model 4M

Model 5P

Hydrates
C-S-H
Portlandite
Other Hyd.
Pores
Clinker
Sand
Aggregates

18.7 | 11.8
0|0
117 | 53.8
37.8 | 44.3
37.8 | 44.3

18.7 | 8.5
0|0
113 | 51.9
36.1 | 27.1
36.1 | 27.1

25.2 | 15.9
35.6 | 15.0
33.3 | 15.4
0|0
113 | 51.9
36.1 | 27.1
36.1 | 27.1

Creep homogenization is based on the correspondence principle. The time-dependent problem is transformed to the Laplace-Carson space, see [10] for computational details. There, the upscaling challenge represents itself as a sequence of quasi-elastic homogenization problems. The pointwisely-computed solution is
finally back-transformed to the regular time space.
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3.2. Model 4M
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The multiscale Model 4M is based on a 4-scale representation of concrete with a hydrate matrix, hence the
acronym “4M”. This representation has been used to upscale thermal [40] and electromagnetic [41, 42] properties of cement-based materials and is a simplified version of the modeling approach presented in Ref. [6].
According to Model 4M, the microstructure of concrete
consists of a matrix made of mortar and spherical inclusions representing aggregates. The microstructure of
mortar consists of a matrix made of cement paste and
spherical inclusions representing sand. The microstructure of cement paste consists of a hydrate-foam matrix and spherical inclusions representing clinker grains.

465

470

475

8

The microstructure of the hydrate foam consists of a hydrate matrix and spherical inclusions representing capillary pores. The microstructure of the hydrate matrix is
not resolved explicitly, but it would contain nanoscopic
solid hydrates and gel pores.
By analogy to Model 3N, the hydration-induced evolution of the volume fractions of clinker, hydrates, and
pores is quantified based on Powers’ model [39]. Elastic phase properties of clinker, sand, and aggregates are
given in Table 2. The intrinsic hydrate stiffness is backidentified from the measured Young’s modulus evolutions of Mix 1-3. The creep tensor function of the hydrate matrix is considered to be deviatoric, see Eq. (12).
Creep homogenization is performed using MoriTanaka estimates extended to aging linear viscoelasticity [43], using a correspondence principle based on
Volterra integral operators. The solution is made in time
space using numerical integration of Volterra operators.
3.3. Model 5P
The multiscale Model 5P is based on a 5-scale representation of concrete and on platelet-shaped hydrates,
hence the acronym “5P”. This representation is a multihydrate extension of the modeling approach presented
in [3]. According to Model 5P, the microstructure of
concrete consists of a matrix made of mortar and spherical inclusions representing aggregates. The microstructure of mortar consists of a matrix made of cement paste
and spherical inclusions representing sand. The microstructure of cement paste consists of a matrix made
of “outer products” and spherical inclusions representing clinker grains covered by “inner products”. The microstructure of inner/outer products consists of a matrix made of high-density/low-density C-S-H-gel, oblate
portlandite inclusions (with an aspect ratio amounting
to 0.1), and spherical inclusions representing other hydrates such as AFm, AFt, Calcium Aluminate, Hydrogarnet, etc. The microstructure of the two types of C-S-H
gels consists of a polycrystalline arrangement of spherical pores and oblate solid hydrates which are isotropically oriented in space. The low-density C-S-H gel
consists of gel pores, capillary pores, and solid C-S-H
platelets with an aspect ratio amounting to 10−4 (resulting from fitting the Young’s moduli of mixes 1-3). The
high-density C-S-H gel consists of 30% (volume) gel
pores and 70% (volume) solid C-S-H bricks with an aspect ratio amounting to 0.12 [3].
The hydration-induced evolution of the volume fractions of the constituents of cement paste is quantified
as a function of w/c and ξ, based on EDF’s Vi(CA)2 T
v2 code. Hydration of clinker is simulated through simplified kinetics approaches from Avrami [44] and Fuji,
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Kondo [45]. Stoichiometry is enforced through commonly used simplified hydration reactions of clinker
components C3 S, C2 S, C3 A, C4 AF. Details regarding
the Vi(CA)2 T v2 code and its hydration module can be
found in Refs. [46, 37]. The hydration module yields
the evolution of volume fractions of the chemical constituents of cement paste. In order to distinguish between inner and outer hydrates, the Tennis-Jennings
model [47] is used. Portlandite and other hydrates are
assumed to follow the same inner/outer repartition as CS-H. As this benchmark application provides the global
degree of hydration ξ, the latter is used instead of time
to retrieve the amounts of the phases of cement paste
from Vi(CA)2 T hydration simulation results.
C-S-H bricks and platelets are considered to exhibit
a deviatoric creep tensor function according to Eq. (12).
The creep function (12) is a simplification of the micromechanical model of C-S-H gel creep [4] where
creep is assumed to stem from viscous sliding of C-S-H
sheets inside bricks. Regarding these bricks, Sanahuja
and Dormieux [4] considered a transverse isotropic
compliance tensor function (whose creep part is non
zero only for shear stresses activating sheets sliding),
while in the current model the latter is isotropic (and the
creep part is deviatoric). Elastic phase properties are
given in Table 2; the Young’s modulus of C-S-H bricks
and platelets is identified from experimental Young’s
modulus results on mixes 1-3, while Poisson’s ratio is
taken as 0.24.
Creep homogenization is performed by the upscaling module of Vi(CA)2 T [37], using the correspondence
principle, see above. Finally, the Laplace-Carson transform is numerically inverted by the Stehfest algorithm
[48].
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4.1. Identification of C-S-H creep behavior
To quantify the creep behavior of C-S-H hydrates, the
creep test results of cement paste mixes tested at TUW
(Mixes 1-3) are downscaled to the hydrates, as shortly
summarized next. The loading in these creep tests is
applied at virtually constant stress rate σ̇∗ = 2 MPa/s.
After reaching the plateau stress σ∗ at time t∗ , it is kept
constant, yielding a bilinear function for the stress rates
as



σ̇∗ = const ∀t < t∗ ,
(14)
σ̇ = 

0
∀t ≥ t∗ .
Model-predicted macroscopic viscous strains εmod
read
v
as
Z t
εmod
v (t) =

545

Jv (t − τ) σ̇ dτ ,

(15)
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4. The benchmark
The three multiscale models are used to model the
viscoelastic properties of cement pastes, mortars, and
concretes by means of homogenization of the viscoelastic properties of the material constituents. The material phases are considered to exhibit universal viscoelastic properties, i.e. the elastic and creep behavior at microstructural level neither changes when composition of
the material is modified, nor does it change during the
hydration. The universality of viscoelastic properties is
applicable to hydrates which precipitate at early and mature ages, as long as the hydrates are well-saturated (e.g.
by means of water-curing), as demonstrated by previous multiscale modeling at the cement paste scale [10].
Herein this hypothesis is revisited and its verification
at mortar and concrete scales is tested. Therefore, the

creep constants at the hydrate scale are first identified
by means of top-down identification based on cement
paste Mixes 1-3. Thereafter, the short-term macroscopic
creep of mortar and concrete Mixes 4-6 as well as the
longer-term creep of cement paste Mix 7 is predicted
and the model performance is assessed.

with Jv denoting the viscous part of the 1111component of the homogenized creep tensor function
related to the cement paste scale. As the viscous creep
function Jv (t − τ) is obtained for distinct times, Eq. (15)
is integrated numerically by applying the trapezoidal
rule.
In order to obtain the creep constants µc,h and βh related to the hydrate creep function (12) employed in the
three Models 3N, 4M and 5P, the error between modelpredicted creep strains according to Eq. (15) and their
experimental counterpart is minimized. In mathematical terms,
nξ X
nw/c X
nt h
X
i2
exp
εmod
v (ti ) − εv (ti ) → min .

(16)

i=1 j=1 k=1
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In Eq. (16), the sum over nw/c = 3 indicates that
three different cement paste mixes exhibiting w/c ∈
{0.42, 0.45, 0.50} are tested, the sum over nξ = 167
indicates that 167 creep tests were performed on each
cement composition for different maturity states, and
the sum over nt = 20 indicates that 20 time values t ∈ [0, 3 min] are considered. Solving the minimization problem (16) provides model-specific optimal
creep constants reading as
3N:

µc,h = 20.9 GPa,

βh = 0.25 ,

4M:

µc,h = 14.9 GPa,

βh = 0.18 ,

5P:

µc,h = 18.1 GPa,

βh = 0.24 .

(17)
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Interestingly, the optimum hydrate shear creep modulus for models 3N or 5P is 40% larger than for model
4M. The microstresses in needle- or platelet-shaped hydrates (model 3N or 5P) are, on average, larger than the
microstresses in the hydrate matrix (model 4M), leading
to larger viscous strains in needle- or platelet-shaped hydrates. In order for the three models to agree with the
macroscopically measured creep properties, the needleor platelet-shaped hydrates themselves need to creep
less (higher shear creep modulus) than the hydrate matrix. A comparison of model realizations for hydrate
creep constants from Eq. (17) with experimental data is
depicted in Fig. 5-7.

Figure 7: Model performance for Mix 3, cement paste w/c = 0.50

590

lower bound E low = 0.97 E exp . By analogy, we obtain
upper and lower bounds for the experimental viscous
exp
strains εv (t) by considering E up and E low , respectively,
see the bounds of the gray areas in Figs. 5-10.
4.2. Bridging length scales: from hydrates to mortar
and concrete
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Figure 5: Model performance for Mix 1, cement paste w/c = 0.42
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Figure 6: Model performance for Mix 2, cement paste w/c = 0.45

585

Experimentally determined viscous strains are prone
to errors related to imprecise measurements of the elastic modulus due to short-term creep deformations, in
particular at early ages. In order to cope with these difficulties, we consider that the elastic modulus from experiments, denoted E exp , is only precise by ±3%. This
way, we obtain an upper bound E up = 1.03 E exp and a
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Herein, we aim to validate the creep models and the
identified hydrate creep constants, by comparing experimentally measured and model-predicted viscous strains
εv (t) during the minutes-long loading regime for mortar
and concrete mixes 4-6. Model predicted strains are obtained by analogy to the procedure described in the previous section. The stress rates σ̇∗ in the loading regime
amount to 2 MPa/s for Mix 4 and 5, while for the VeRCoRs mix 6, applied stress rates increase with the age
of the material, see Sec. 2.2.
Model predictions for mixes 4, 5, and 6 are illustrated
in Figs. 8-10. Most of the predicted viscous strains (normalized by the plateau stresses σ∗ ) fall in between the
intervals of the experimental data. Many model predictions are parallel to the experimentally measured evolutions. This demonstrates the characteristic accuracy
with which macroscopic creep of cement paste, mortar,
and concrete can be predicted based on universal C-S-H
hydrate creep functions at the microscale.
While the parallelism of predictions and experiments
in Figs. 8-10 underlines the performance of creep modeling, a vertical shift between the centerline of the gray
experimental area and the predictions can be observed
for Mixes 5 and 6, which is discussed next. For Mix 5,
model predictions are situated close to the lower bound,
referring to E = 0.97 E exp . The performance for this
mix can be improved based on consideration of water uptake by the open porosity of the aggregates during material production (= mixing of raw materials),
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Figure 8: Model performance for Mix 4, mortar w/c = 0.50
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εv /σ ∗ [10−6 /MPa]

εv /σ ∗ [10−6 /MPa]

Figure 9: Model performance for Mix 5, concrete w/c = 0.50
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loading/unloading moduli are used as an estimate for
the elastic modulus, model predictions agree, in general,
very well with the upper bound of the gray area, which
corresponds to moduli increased by 3% compared to
the experimentally determined loading/unloading moduli. This indicates that the actual elastic moduli might
be 3% higher than the loading/unloading moduli. Notably, an underestimation of the elastic modulus does
result in tensile viscous strains at the very beginning
of the loading, manifesting in normalized strains below
the abscissa in Fig. 10) for the centerline of the gray
area which refers to E = E exp . Avoiding this so-called
“tensile undershooting” has been the basis for separating elastic and creep strains for mixes 1-5 [11, 12],
and it would result in the experimental interval to shift
upwards, such that the centerline comes closer to the
model-predicted viscous strains.
As for quantitatively discussing the model performance, temporal evolutions of the creep strain rates,
ε̇v (t, t0 ), are of interest, where t0 denotes the material
age at the start of the creep test. Hence, we introduce the mix-specific mean relative errors  as the mean
of the absolute value of the difference between modeled creep strain rates and the experimentally measured
creep strain rates, normalized by the mean experimental
creep strain rate, reading as

300

0 60 120 200

300

time t [s]

Figure 10: Model performance for Mix 6, concrete w/c = 0.52

nt
P
exp
0
0
ε̇mod
nage
v (ti , t j ) − ε̇v (ti , t j )
X
i=1
j=1

1
nt

nt
P
i=1

(18)

exp

ε̇v (ti , t0j )

whereby the creep strain rate evolutions are resolved for
nt = 200 time steps within the last two-thirds of the load
plateau and for nage = 6 ages as depicted in Figs. 5-10.
Notably, experimental creep strain rates were smoothed
by means of moving averages coupled with Power-law
fits in order to minimize the error related to experimental noise. Rather than model errors based on creep
strains, model errors  related to creep strain rates according to Eq. (18) are free of the uncertainty related
the determination of the elastic modulus and therefore
render a trustworthy quantity to assess the model performance.
Table 3: Model errors  according to Eq. (18) in percent
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and slow back-suction of water to the cement paste matrix during hydration, such that the effective water-tocement mass ratio evolves during hydration, see Fig. 8
of [12]. Still, this water migration phenomenon is very
slow, so that the effective water-to-cement mass ratio is virtually constant throughout every single threeminutes creep test. As for Mix 6, for which the the
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Model

Mix 1

Mix 2

Mix 3

Mix 4

Mix 5

Mix 6

Mean

3N
4M
5P

8.8
25.5
12.2

8.3
24.4
14.2

11.9
26.8
25.9

25.6
22.1
42.4

6.5
25.2
14.1

12.2
46.9
19.2

12.2
28.5
21.4

Comparing the model performance among the three
micromechanical models, we remark that representing
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4.3. Bridging time scales: from minute-long tests at
early-age to days-long test at mature ages
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After successful upscaling from micro- or nanometersized C-S-H hydrates to centimeter-sized mortar or concrete volume elements, we herein aim time scale bridging, i.e. for model validation based on creep durations
which are orders of magnitude longer than the three
minutes-long creep tests on Mixes 1-3, for which the
hydrate creep properties were determined. In more detail, we aim for predicting the viscoelastic behavior of a
mature cement paste tested from Tamtsia and Beaudoin
[13]. The material was subjected to 30 days-long loads,
which is by more than four orders of magnitude longer
than in the three-minutes long creep tests. All three
models are therefore evaluated for the tested composition and maturity: a cement paste exhibiting w/c = 0.50
and ξ = 0.87 [13, 10]. The model-predicted (total) creep
functions for models 3N and 5P agree very well with
experimental counterpart, see Fig. 11. Predictions of
Model 4M slightly overestimate the experimental results, due to the representation of the creeping hydration

total creep function J [10−6 /MPa]

675

the hydrate foam as a porous polycrystal with elongated (Model 3N) or flattened (Model 5P) hydrates
rather than as a porous material with a hydrate matrix
(Model 4M), reduced the errors  significantly, see Table 3. At material ages above approximately 60h, predicted creep strains of all three models are very close
to the experimental data. At very early ages, however,
the predicted creep strains of Model 4M on the basis
of a C-S-H hydrates matrix are too small. We conclude that hydrate shape does matter for the prediction
of creep rates at early age, for which the porosity is
still high. The consideration of non-spherical hydration
products is a way to enhance the accuracy of creep predictions for early material ages. This is in line with
micromechanics-based findings from Sanahuja et al.
[49], who emphasized that the shape of solid particles
is a first order parameter on effective elasticity when
the material’s porosity is high. A similar conclusion
for micromechanics-based strength and elasticity predictions has been drawn from Pichler et al. [50]. Notably, local anisotropies of C-S-H in terms of C-S-H gel
strands have been reported to emerge naturally in statisticial physics-based mesoscale modeling [51]. Moreover, anisotropic stiffnesses of the C-S-H nanoparticles
have been found by means of molecular simulations
[52], and, have then been used to successfully predict
the macroscopic poro-elastic behavior of hydrating cement paste [9], again by means of incorporating nonspherical C-S-H shapes.

age = 30 years
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Figure 11: Model performance for long-term creep test at mature ages
(Mix 7), cement paste w/c = 0.50

725

products as a matrix phase. The good performance underlines that the universal hydrate creep properties are
valid for predicting longer-term creep properties of mature pastes. Time scales from minutes-long creep tests
at material ages of one to several days were bridged successfully to days-long creep tests at material ages of 30
years.

4.4. Validation of elastic modulus evolutions
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While primarily focussing on the comparison of
early-age creep strains, we finally compare the earlyage evolution of the macroscopic elastic moduli for
Mixes 1-6. Model predicted macroscopic elastic moduli E mod are based on intrinsic elastic phase properties
given in Table 2 and on the calorimetry-based hydration
degrees coupled with the hydration models. Notably, as
for Models 4M and 5P, C-S-H hydrate properties have
been back-identified from the measured test results of
Mixes 1-3, while Model 3N relies on literature values
for the hydrate stiffnesses. Experimentally determined
elastic moduli E exp are again considered to be accurate
by ±3%.
In general, model-predicted evolutions for all six
mixes are very close to the experimental results, see
Fig. 12. Deviations between model and experiments are
typically only a few percent. Interestingly, for mortar
Mix 4, measured moduli are consistently higher than
the model predictions, while the modulus evolution of
the concrete Mixes 5 and 6 are accurately predicted.
This could be improved by adjusting sand and aggregate properties. In more detail, the modulus of the sand
grains might be slightly underestimated in all models,
while the modulus of the aggregates might be overestimated.
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Figure 12: Model performance for early-age elastic modulus evolutions based on Mixes 1-6
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5. Discussion
Successful length and time scale bridging provides
the motivation to discuss the potentials and limitations of the micromechanics-based creep homogenization models. Particular focus is given to the characterization of hydrate creep, the role of the water, and the
role of interfacial transition zones between aggregates
and the cement paste matrix.
Experimental access to the basic creep properties of
hydration products such as C-S-H, the key for modeling macroscopic creep properties of cementitious materials, is still limited. Nanoindentation creep testing
[53, 54, 55] has provided some insights on hydrate creep
at microscopic length scales. However, the tested halfspaces in nanoindentation tests are loaded heavily and
deform thus elasto-plastically, i.e. the hydrates are subjected to stresses even beyond their elastic limit. As
such, non-linear creep is likely to occur. Given that our
benchmark scope is the prediction of basic creep, i.e. the
prediction of macroscopic creep of cementitious materials subjected to stress levels which are smaller than
30 % of the uniaxial compressive strength, basic hydrate creep properties would be required. In this context, Zhang et al. [56] have compared nanoindentation
creep tests with macroscopic creep tests and remarked
that creep rates differed by one to two orders of magnitude. Only after several months to several years, macroscopic creep moduli were proportional to the contact
creep moduli evaluated in minutes-long nanoindenation
tests. As experimental techniques for identification of
basic creep properties for hydrates have yet to be established, we herein rely on top-down identification based
on macroscopic creep tests. This strategy continues the
long tradition of identification of physical properties of
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material constituents which are not (yet) experimentally
quantified [5, 57, 10, 58].
Next, the role of water in the porous microstructure
is discussed. The models consider constant, intrinsic
creep properties of hydrates. This simplification limits the model to experiments with “well-saturated” hydrates. Drying processes change the hydrate creep behavior [13, 59], which is beyond the level of development of the presented models for well-saturated hydrates. Self-desiccation due to the ongoing hydration
process might also change the hydrate creep behavior.
For the studied pastes with w/c ≥ 0.42, self-desiccation
induced changes of the hydrate creep behavior are disregarded, since internal relative humidities for maturities
of up to one week (test age for Mix 1-6) are expected
to be larger than 90%, as studied by Lura et al. [60] in
a paste with w/c = 0.37. Moreover, water migration
between the aggregates and the hydrating cement paste,
can change the effective water content in the paste, and
thus the material’s creep behavior. Upon mixing, water
might be absorbed by the porous aggregates. Some or
all of the absorbed water might then migrate back due
to capillary suction, a process typically referred to as internal curing [60, 61, 62]. Herein, such transfer mechanisms are disregarded, but previous micromechanics
modeling has shown that the model performance can be
improved by incorporating a phenomenological model
for back-suction, see [12] for details. Finally, we note
that water is considered as liquid phase, thus, the solid
stiffness of the all pore phases vanishes. If macroscopic
loads activate pore pressures, this is to be accounted for
in the context of microporomechanics [9]. Herein, however, it is assumed that capillary pores are partially saturated and connected, such that no significant capillary
pore pressures develop.
In all three models, the cement paste or mortar is considered as a homogeneous matrix hosting sand grains
and aggregates. Interfacial transition zones (ITZs)
around the aggregates with slightly higher porosity [63],
slightly lower mechanical properties [64] and therefore
typically labelled as weakest links in the microstructure
of concrete [65], are not considered explicitly. ITZs
are well known to significantly affect the shape of the
the stress-strain curve and the strength of concrete [66]
due to stress concentrations around the stiff aggregates
[67, 68]. As for micromechanics-based elasticity homogenization, however, neglecting the ITZs does not
lead to an any significant overestimation of the concrete
stiffness [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. Thus, ITZs are herein
disregarded for creep homogenization. Moreover, introduction of ITZs as additional phase in the concrete
RVE would require the quantification of age-specific

and mix-specific ITZ properties such as thickness and
porosity, for which experimental access is still limited.
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6. Summary and conclusions
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Three micromechanics creep models have been applied in the framework of a modeling-benchmark carried out under the umbrella of the COST Action
TU1404. For each one of the used models, the creep
activity of microscopic hydration products was quantified by means of downscaling results of macroscopic
minutes-long creep tests performed on cement pastes at
early material ages. The identified creep properties were
considered to be intrinsic parts of the models, i.e. to be
independent of the degree of hydration and of the mix
proportions used for the production of the cementitious
materials. This was the basis for predicting the creep
activity of mortars and concretes at early age, as well
as of cement paste at mature ages. Model predictions
were compared qualitatively and quantitatively with results from experiments which were not involved in the
development of the models.
From the results of the benchmark, it is concluded
that creep of cement pastes, mortars, and concretes can
be traced back to the specific (“intrinsic”) creep behavior of microscopic calcium-silicate-hydrates. As far as
modeling is concerned, this implies that creep constants
can be assigned to the hydrates, rather than evolving
creep parameters. Once these constants are identified,
the respective multiscale model can be evaluated for any
specific initial composition of interest and any specific
maturity of the material.
The prediction quality is related to the essential features of the microstructural representation, including
the number of different observation scales, the number of different material phases, the quality of the ellipsoidal shape assigned to the material phases, and the
type of envisaged phase interaction. The benchmark
study suggests that the consideration of non-spherical
shapes for C-S-H hydrates to represent the material’s
micro-anisotropy in combination with the polycrystalline microstructural representations (self-consistent
homogenization scheme) yields a better model performance, as compared to C-S-H hydrates as a matrix (Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme), in particular for highly porous microstructures as encountered
at early material ages. Self-consistent homogenization
including non-spherical shapes, however, is more complex to implement. Moreover, additional choices for
quantifying the C-S-H phase shapes are required. As for
practical applications, a trade-off must be made between
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the complexity of the model and the corresponding performance. In any case, all of the here-discussed multiscale models are computationally very efficient, i.e. the
required computational efforts are by orders of magnitude smaller compared to what nested Finite Element
resolutions of the microstructure require.
The study also underscores the importance of separating instantaneous elastic strains from time-dependent
creep strains. Because the models distinguish rigorously between these two contributions to the overall deformations, it is essential for the evaluation of experiments that the same level of rigor is applied. Estimating
the modulus of elasticity based on a loading modulus,
or an unloading modulus, or the average of the two, has
an insignificant influence on the numerical value of the
modulus of elasticity, but a significant effect on the extracted creep deformation, particularly so in ultra-short
creep tests which last for a few minutes only. Thus, it is
essential to understand that important creep deformation
develops also during short loading or unloading ramps.
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